I conjecture non-zero photon and gluon bare masses derived from a cosmological scale. That entails the existence of photon and gluon Bose-Einstein (BE) condensates in a comoving FriedmannLemaitre-Robertson-Walker geometry. I derive tantalizing results that set the inter-particle distance in these BE condensates almost at the nucleon scale and a corresponding critical temperature of condensation almost at the end of the quark epoch or the beginning of quark-gluon confinement. My estimates for particle mass and number density in these BE condensates suggest remarkable relations among fundamental constants, h, c, G, Λ, at the most microscopic and cosmological scales of quantum and relativity theories.
The theory of quantum mechanics (QM) and quantum fields (QFT) on the one hand, and the theory of general relativity (GR) on the other hand, form the two greatest pillars of modern physical science. Each theory accounts for phenomena on a vast range of scales, where each theory has been confirmed with astonishing precision by experiments and observations conducted with instrumentation of unprecedented sophistication or size. Yet ranges of primary success of each theory do not quite overlap. A unified theory that may encompass 'all' scales of the observable universe remains to be conclusively established. That poses more and more formidable challenges, but scientific progress advances relentlessly.
In this paper I propose a relation between the smallest of scales for particle masses and the largest of scales for the size of the observable universe. That is based on the hypothesis that 'dark energy' associated with the cosmological constant, Λ, consists of Bose-Einstein (BE) condensates of massive photons and gluons at rest in the freely falling comoving frame of the Friedmann-LemaitreRobertson-Walker (FLRW) geometry.
1,2
Namely,
Here, λ g refers to the Compton wavelength of either massive photons or gluons. While such a wavelength for electrons, λ e , was originally introduced by Compton to characterize their scattering of massless photons, λ m = h mc maintains a more general and profound meaning in QFT. Indeed, λ m enters the uncertainty principle when creation of a rest mass with energy mc 2 is required by special relativity (SR). Correspondingly, λ m enters explicitly or implicitly most fundamental QM and QFT equations for massive particles and fields. Thus, Eq. (1) provides a connection between a most fundamental microscopic uncertainty relation and a most fundamental cosmological term in the observable universe.
In Eq. (1), the 'comparable' ∼ sign indicates that numerical coefficients, most likely different for photons and gluons, should enter into more precise relations if or when more quantitative theories are developed. At this stage, connecting most fundamental constants of quantum mechanics and relativity, such as h, c and Λ, across most microscopic and cosmological scales, provides just a tantalizing clue, somewhat complementary to that of Planck scale, but in the opposite infra-red limit.
Another heuristic consideration derives from the fact that mass is a continuous variable with physical dimensions and without quantization. Masses are neither large nor small in the absolute. Mass scaling poses formidable conceptual and technical challenges to renormalization in QFT. A 'zero mass' is not really a mass: it is a 'zero,' as in the ideals of mathematics. An 'infinitesimally small' or a 'vanishing' mass is an entirely different concept. In relativity, 'test particles' with vanishing mass all follow the same time-like geodesics. Null geodesics are altogether different, but needed to represent a limiting condition. There is however no definitive requirement in relativity that massless particles should exist in reality. In fact, Einstein disliked the very concept of 'particle' and he finally succeeded with others in proving that geodesic equations ultimately derive from GR field equations themselves.
3 So, in either QFT or GR it would be more consistent to assume that all 'particles' have some finite mass, or none would, I suppose.
A powerful principle of gauge invariance in QFT initially assumes that particles are massless. However, through ingenious mechanisms of spontaneous symmetry breaking, massive particles are generated, except for photons and gluons, which are retained as massless gauge bosons in the standard model of elementary particles (SM/EP). 4, 5 That SM/EP is a theory developed by many masters over several decades, making remarkable predictions and receiving extraordinary experimental confirmations, including the most recent discovery of a likely Higgs boson, which is indeed responsible for a spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism of mass generation. Still, the SM/EP assumes that space and time are infinite, without regard for GR. However, the observable universe appears to be finite, while expanding with an acceleration consistent with a GR cosmological term or a 'dark energy,' according to the standard model of cosmology (SM/C) or Λ-CDM.
1,2 Thus, spontaneous symmetry breaking and related theorems in QFT that require the existence of massless gauge bosons in the SM/EP do not rule out a relation such as Eq. (1).
Assuming Eq. (1), the conceivably minimal cosmological rest-energy mass of gauge bosons is of the order of
where m p c 2 ≃ 938MeV represents the proton rest-energy mass.
Upper bounds to the photon rest-energy mass, m γ c 2 , have been determined by a variety of experiments, observations or inferences.
Perhaps most stringent upper limits of astrophysical origin require m γ c 2 < 3x10 −27 eV. 4, [6] [7] [8] Whatever the case, any such upper bound is several orders of magnitude greater than the conceivable minimum of Eq. (2).
Presently, the 'dark energy' density of our accelerating observable universe is estimated to be
According to Eq. (1), there should then be a BE condensate in the FLRW-geometry with a number density
where l P = hG c 3 ≃ 4x10 −35 m denotes Planck length. According to that estimate, the average distance between gauge bosons in a BE condensate phase is of the order of
Since the size of nucleons is of the order of 1f m, we expect that quark-gluon confinement and asymptotic freedom begin at that scale. Given cancellations in the tens of orders of magnitude in performing these estimates, it is not so disappointing to find that d g is only about 16 times greater than one fermi. I suppose that BE gluons, randomly distributed on the FLRW-geometry, attract isotropically one another, thus contributing to the negative pressure p Λ = −ρ Λ associated with 'dark energy.' In fact, total wavefunction symmetrization for BE ground states of either photons or gluons may be expected to result in effective attractive potentials. Let us then proceed to estimate the critical temperature, T c , of BE condensation of gauge bosons. Assuming for their ordinary phase an energy-momentum freeparticle relation ǫ ≃ cp, the density for just about all their excited states at z = 1 fugacity is
Here (4) determines the threshold at which bosons begin to condensate 'en masse' into the ground state. That yields
and a critical temperature
This estimate of gauge boson BE condensation reaches to the end of the quark epoch, at about 10 −6 s, 10 12 K, 100 MeV, when quarks and gluons began to confine and form hadrons. Once again, that provides at least a tantalizing clue. This gauge boson condensate differs from its antecedent, a quark-gluon plasma. Amazingly, both energy regions are already accessible to current accelerators, such as LHC.
If gauge boson BE condensates exist at rest in the comoving FLRW-geometry, how does that affect current QFT calculations, which assume instead massless gauge bosons? Perhaps not as much, other than providing some actually finite, though exceedingly small, cutoff of m g , which deals more realistically with infra-red divergencies.
4,5
More puzzling may be the idea that gauge boson BE condensates may contribute to 'dark matter,' ρ dm , in addition to 'dark energy,' ρ Λ . However, ρ dm and ρ Λ have completely different distributions and dependence on the scale function R(t) of the FLRW-geometry of the observable universe.
1,2 Introducing ρ dm into my original scenario may require major revisions, which may still be possible, however.
In conclusion, I have proposed a conjecture of non-zero photon and gluon bare masses based on a cosmological scale. That entails the existence of gauge boson BoseEinstein condensates in a comoving Friedmann-LemaitreRobertson-Walker geometry. I have derived tantalizing results that set the inter-particle distance in these condensates almost at the nucleon scale and a corresponding critical temperature of condensation almost at the end of the quark epoch or the beginning of quark-gluon confinement. Gluons in color-singlet states are generally excluded in QFT, as they would mediate long-range strong interactions that are not observed.
4,5 Whether color-singlet or other gluon complexes may be considered for the gluon ground state condensate that I consider remains to be seen. There are of course much more sophisticated theories of matters that I address, but those are beyond or beside the scope of this paper. In particular, ultralight bosons that are considered as candidates for 'dark matter' are of a quite different nature. 
